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By Frank Landry
News Editor

T

lute months after a former
Ox manager lost $7200, the
cash is still nowhere to be found.
"The matter is in the hands of
the police," said Gord Fardoe,
executive director of the SA.
"They're taking statements and
investigating."
The money went missing on
January 24 when Kevin
Cornelius, in the company of two
other individuals, unknowingly
dropped the bag which contained
the campus store's bank deposit.
The SA issued public pleas
asking for the return of the
money, but to date, but no one has
come forward with the cash.
"There will be further actions
taken, and there is a plan being
toiroweci to recover the loss,"
Fardoe said.
He could not reveal the details
of the plan because the police
investigation is not yet complete
but said the money will be recovered within the year.
The loss comes as a major
financial blow to the Ox.
Last year the store generated
$500,000 but only made a profit
of $3000.
Fardoe says the financial picture is looking somewhat better
this year. To date, the Ox has generated $750,000 and will still turn
a profit.
Cornelius quit his job at the Ox
shortly after the incident and is
now a student at the College.
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It doesn't take
an Economics major
to spot a good deal.
You may not know it, but over the years as you saved on pizza and groceries you actually earned an honourary degree in Economics. Now that
you've served your time, our $750 Graduate Rebate* will add a lot more to the savings you've accumulated. And that's over and above any other
incentive offered. So put that degree to work and cruise by our web site to see just how easy it is to get into a Chrysler.

CHRYSLER
W CANADA
8 0 0

3 6 1 - 3 7 0 0

YOU COULD WIN A 1997 NEON EQUIPPED WITH CD STEREO. CRUISE BY OUR WEB SITE
AT www.chryslergrad.com OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER FOR DETAILS.

0
CHRYSLER
Dodge

any Trucks

*Oftecapplies to select models excluding Dodge Viper and Plymouth Prowler. Rebate includes GST. Limited time offer applies to 1997 .1996 and, 1995 university or college graduates. See dealer for conditions and details.
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SAB decides to recognize
Crowley as prez despite
numerous complaints
By Debbie Matejicka and
Scott Brown

t has finally been
confirmed.
Michael Crowley is
RRCC's new Student
Association President.

I

"I'm satisfied that the board
made their decision in the best
interest of the students in the
College," said Crowley.
After an election that was
plagued with problems, the decision was made official at an April
18 meeting of the Student
Advisory Board.
Crowley defeated opponent
Steven Bridges by 16 votes, 281
to 265.
However, the results were not
released before the board cast
two secret ballot votes to ciisqualii-J. Crir,vicy frOM th position.

Full-Time vs. Part-Time?
The issue of Crowley's status
as a full or pan-time student was
called into question by a board
member.
SA by-laws require executive
candidates to be full-time students. According to material
presented at the meeting,
Business Administration
Coordinator Graham Thompson
confirmed Crowley has completed two courses in Term 4 and one
course in Term 5 of the current
academic year. Thompson also
stated that he believed Crowley
to be enrolled in two courses for
the spring term.
Crowley, who is a Business
Administration student, said he is
taking 10 credit hours of a 27
credit hour program.
The conflict arises over two
understandings of what the
College believes to be full or
pan-time students.
According to RRCC Dean of
Student Affairs, Fausto Yadao,
there is a difference in the accepted definition of a full-time student centering around the
application of full and pan-time

tuition rates.
"We at the College use the
definition of the Student Aid
Office who are responsible for
approving loans for students.
They must first ensure they are
full-time students," said Yadao.
For the Student Aid Office to
recognize students as full-time,
they must be enrolled in at least
60 per cent of a maximum
course load in their given programs.
This would mean that
Crowley is not a full-time student since he would be required
to take a minimum of 17 course
hours.
However Crowley said the
College continues to charge him
full-time tuition fees based on a
credit hour criteria.
According to Yadao, the other
definition, the application of
rates, is "a calculation of tuition
rat no 71
• ...IA..° •

"You must have up to a certain number of course hours to
be charged full-time rates," he
said.
That line is drawn at seven
course hours and above.
"One is a financial definition
on how much is charged. We as a
College use the one used by the
Student Aid Office - 60 per cent,"
said Yadao
in the end, the motion to disqualify Crowley from his future
presidential position was defeated by the SAB by a vote of 11-7.
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Bridges: "Crowley made
me look like an idiot"

Photo by Kari Puchala

Crowley: "I'm satisfied that the board made their decision in the best interest of the students."
However, Crowley's problems
did not end there.

Closing Speeches
Next, the board was presented
with two official elections reports
and heard several complaints
concerning the elections, including a presentation by Bridges.
His presentation was highlighted by another motion for
Crowley's disqualification based
on disputed behavior during the
March 25th closing speeches.
Bridges claimed the main component of Crowley's speech was
"the destruction of my (Bridges')
credibility".
During election debates,
Bridges discussed the idea of
installing a student job initiative
program on campus. At issue
was the proposed involvement of
the provincial Minister of
Education's office.
"At no time did I state that the
Minister of Education and
Training was granting funding. I
stated they were willing to listen
to a presentation on a job initiative program and it was possible

they may grant monies," Bridges
said in his presentation.
"Michael Crowley came as
close to calling me a liar without
actually stating those exact
words," he said.
"He made me look like I didn't
know what I was talking about
and I was an idiot."
"I did not slander Steven," said
Crowley, "I phoned the Minister
of Education's office and
checked into the job centre."
Crowley said education officials would not confirm a commitment to put government
dollars into a job initiative program at RRCC.
"The way it was worded at the
debates was interpreted by
myself and others that the program was already in the works.
Therefore, I felt it necessary to
research the comments, which I
did," said Crowley.
This motion was again defeated by a vote of 11-7.
See "Bridges" page 2...
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News
Students and staff help fight flood

News

April 28, 1997

By Scott Brown
Editor-in-Chief

"C ven though the Red
.1:dRiver may not
touch its college namesake, RRCC cannot
avoid being affected by
Winnipeg's oncoming
flood waters.
The threats of flooding have
forced both students and administrators at the College to forego

classes and work for sandbagging in order to save homes
across the city.
The flood waters are expected
to crest May 1st.
"You don't realize how bad it
is until you see it," said Claudia
Garcia de la Huerta, a first year
Creative Communications student who helped haul bags on
Scotia Street this past week.
"I feel so bad for those people," said Kristi Bailey, a classmate of Garcia de la Huerta's.
"They can't control what's happening, but every little bit helps."

Bridges fuming over suds
...Continued from page 1

Beer Tickets
Another complaint Bridges
brought before the board centered around a "discount"
Crowley received on the purchase of drink tickets for students
at a beer bash following his presidential nomination.
Crowley, however, said he
I went to the elections committee
with his idea and was granted
permission to pursue it.
Crowley approached SA
Program Director Geoff Sine and
purchased 100 drink tickets for
$100, which he then stapled to
his campaign pamphlets.
Sine stated there were three set
drink prices at

the beer bash:

Crowley.
Bridges said he "would have
liked the opportunity as well" for
a "discount" when he approached
Sine about renting pool tables as
part of his campaign.
Crowley will now continue in
his duties as current Vice
President of Financial and
Support Services until July 1st
when he will assume the responsibMts of sk President.

Post \
Diploma

Small classes
According to one source, there
were a number of classes with as
little as one teacher and two students in attendance. The rest
were out assisting in sandbagging efforts.
"People's homes are being
affected, so people aren't coming to class. We have to do
something for those volunteering," he said.
Currently, the College has no

formal organized sandbagging
plan for volunteers. Instead,

1997-1998
SA Executive
Elections Results
President
Micheal Crowley = 281
Steven Bridges = 265

$.75, $125, and $1.75, therefore
Sine said the SA still made
VP Student Affairs
money on the sale to Crowley.
Ryan Rodgers
"I waited until the time of the
beer bash to approach Geoff. I
Yes = 407
did not approach him while in the
No = 119
SA offices beforehand,"
VP Financial and
explained Crowley.
Support Services
"It was not a fly-by-the-seat of
Lorraine Best = 274
my pants decision. It was a well
Doug Knight = 176
thought out campaigning event to
Raymond Levesque =77
get my face well known."
"There was no bargaining or
bartering with Geoff," said
:;;;;;;;;a :Ktatak t,::„Mtataattes.ateataritavicstnss
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Daryl Nielsen, coordinator of
environmental health and safety
hem at RRCC, said the College
board of directors is currently
attempting to put together an
RRCC policy for handling the
effects of flooding.
"Right now, we're trying to
put together a policy or program,
however it deals with a lot of
corporate policy issues."
Nielsen said the board must
figure out a way to compensate
students for lost class time, as
well as administrators and
instructors who are unable to
come to work.

y Chain
agement
e Logistics of Business

Nielsen said his department is
simply steering volunteers in the
right direction.
"We 're trying to keep track of
the hot spots and get people to
those areas," he added. "It's
more of an awareness thing
now."

Hot spots
Two of those flood hot spots
include Kingston Row in St.
Vital and Scotia Street , just off
Main Street. Bailey has worked
at both sites.
"On Scotia Street, the residents are older so they really
need help," she said.
Commenting on the amazing
speed of the rising waters, Bailey
said she laid down bags night a
long way from the water levels
last Friday night (April 18th). By
Tuesday (April 22nd), the waters
had reached the bags.
Bailey said she believes ablebodied students should get out
and help those homes are in danger.
"It's sad to consider how many
people do live in Winnipeg and
then look at the limber of peo=
ple who actually do come out,"

said the resident of Oak River,
Manitoba. "I think students
should give at least one day. I
understand they're busy and it's
a tough time of year, but you
can't imagine the help a hundred
students would provide. There's
a lot of people out there helping
who shouldn't be because
they're not the most able- bodied
men."
Note: At time of deadline, the
board of governors developed a
policy for flood control and
assistance for College students
and staff
The policy provides managers
(Deans, Chairpersons,
Supervisors) with the ability to
respond with flexibly and expeditiously.
Students who will be missing
class to assist in sandbagging
are asked to contact their
instructor beforehand.
Affected employees will be reassigned to proper work assignments and managers should
contact these employees.
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Ortho students denied
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Manitoba Dental Association
refuses to recognize College
orthodontics course
By Kristi Baily
Staff Writer

TiP

e College's dental
rogram felt the
bite of the Manitoba
Dental Association, and
neither party
can
explain why it happened.

The dental grads of 1996 found
out a special course - orthodontic
module, would not be recognized
by the Manitoba Dental
Association (MDA) because the
instructor of the course did not
meet MDA standards.
The 40 hour orthodontic module offered at RRCC last summer
was taught by a dental assistant.
According to Ross McIntyre,
executive director of MDA, the
course must be taught by an
orthodontist
"All of our instructors were
orthodontists. RRCC reviewed
our outline, so it's surprising (the
College) missed that," said
McIntyre.
The purpose of the orthodontic
module is to train dental assistants, dental hygienists and dental nurse therapists to work with
orthodontists.
This was the first time Red
River had offered this course
usually run by the MDA.
The courseKagan last Tura
However, the College was nod-

ORTHO
TIMELINE
February 96- RRCC began
planning ortho module
course.

Late May- RRCC sent outline to MDA for approval.
June 3- Dental Assistant
pmgram ends. RRCC waits
one week to start Ortho
course to ensure MDA has no

problems with the course.
June 17- MDA writes RRCC
saying they have some prob.
lents with the course.
September 15- Letter finally
gets in the hands of Margaret
Braid, chairperson of Con.

Photo by Kart Pocisala

Dental Assistant Leona Berra examines a patient on campus. Why did the MDA
refuse to recognize an orthodontic course offered at the College?

The students have been
informed and alternate plans are
being arranged.
Some are retaking the course
Mid to late Sept- RRCC and
and a few others have been reimMDA start negotiations.
bursed by the College.
February 1997- MDA makes
By MDA standards, the
final decision to, not recogCollege must have one instructor
nize the course and notifies
for every seven students.
are
Students
RRCC.
This means in a class of 40,
informed.
there will be six instructors - one
orthodontist, two dentists and
three dental assistants.
fled by the MDA that the stuMcIntyre added the MDA is
dents would not receive recogninot in a big confrontation with
tion this past February, eight
the College, and is satisfied that
months after the program started.
"I made numerous
RRCC is a proper place to run
According to Margaret Braid,
presentations, but the the program.
chairperson of Continuing
Braid said the requirement for
MDA was adamant."
Education, RRCC started planan orthodontist has made the
ning their module in February
-Braid
course less cost efficient for the
1996.
College.
When they sent the outline to
Braid said the MDA
"It is quite expensive to run.
wouldn't compromise.
We're not sure whether we can
The MDA said skills afford to run it in the future."
and content were irrelevant and an orthodontist
"It is quit expensive
had to teach the course
to run. We're not
for it to be recognized.
Braid said she is under
Outdoor Box Office (OBO) is looking for Red River Community College students who are
sure whether we can
The
the i Mint§
friendly, outgoing and customer-orientated to work in the entertainment industry this summer.
College stated quite afford to run it in the
All positions are on a part-time basis with opportunities for additional hours depending on the
clearly who was teachfuture."
job.
ing the course, and these
-Braid
teachers were not
LABOURERS — positions available: 200
orthodontists or dentists.
The students who went
"There is no way we
Position requires the ability to lay plywood, setting-up chairs etc. etc. for this summers' major
were going to try to through the course last summer
concerts and festivals. Interested applicants must be prepared to perform manual labour, follow
offer anything that was and were not recognized by the
direction and work with minimal supervision.
stated MDA are being offered the
ineffective,"
Braid.
minimum positions: 100
CASHIER/TICKET/MERCHANDISE SELLERS
"It was a misunder- course again, but this time the
Positions require applicants to be experienced with handling cash and/or have a worked in a retail
standing. The MDA felt College is picking up the tab.
environment. Successful applicants would work at various concerts and festivals throughout the
Because many of the graduates
an orthodontist was so
integral to the course are working and school is diffisummer.
that it was not worth cult to fit into their schedules, the
mentioning. We feel
year round positions
SECURITY PERSONNEL
orthodontic module is being
that if it was so integral,
Positions require applicants to be team leaders, assertive, good communicators, disciplined and
it is critical to mention offered during a few different
decisive. Opportunities for employment are year round. Experience in the security industry is an
time slots.
it," Braid said.
asset, but not required. Training will be provided for successful applicants.
Some students will be making
Although somewhat
frustrated, Braid did not up the course by taking classes
Salary and benefits to be discussed.
want to lay blame.
nn consecutive Saturdays this
Resumes to be received by April 30, 1997 at the:
"I don't want to point
summer.
Students' Association Office, DNI20. do Guy Lussier.
a finger. We assumed - I
For others, the College is lookguess we should have
All applicants are thanked in advanced. Only candidates
had it in writing," she ing into offering the module as an
considered for employment will be notified by return mail.
evening course this fall.
said.
Outdoor Box Office Ltd.
the MDA fa approval, the MDA
said the content met pre-requisites and that there were no major
problems.
The College then waited for
more information.
The Dental Assistant Program
ended around June 3 of last year,
and the graduates wanted to be
able to take the orthodontic module soon after.
"We delayed the course until
June 10 to ensure nothing more
came from the MDA. The students wanted to take the module
so they could have it before they
searched for a job," Braid said.
On June 17, the MDA wrote
the College outlining concerns
they had about the course. The
letter was addressed to someone
who was on holidays, and by the

time it was opened, it was too
late.
"I received notification and
started into negotiations with the
MDA trying to ensure the students could still get recognition
for their skills. I made numerous
presentations, but the MDA was
adamant," Braid said.
She even suggested students
have their learning assessed so
the MDA could see how well the
students knew the required material.

Need a Summer Job?
—

programs
beginning
September
1997

Facility Planning
For Business on the Move

(416) 675-5000 or
(416) 675-6622 ext 4415

the Projects

—
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Program Director
goes shopping
By Adrienne Spring
Staff Writer

ht least one student isn't
appy about the way a
$1700 projection unit was purchased by SA Program Director
Geoff Sine.
"I gather he made the purchase
on his own and it went back to
the (finance) committee after the
fact," the student said.
Any investments over $500 are
supposed to go through the
Finance Committee and then the
Student Advisory Board (SAB)
for final approval.
"It just seems like they change
the rules every time it fits them,"
an:A
But Sine insists special circumstances prompted him to
purchase the unit for the Tower
Lounge without following SA
purchase approval policy.
"My motives were genuine. I
wasn't trying to usurp (the

A

Cormaie takes a lunch break

Photo by Kari Puchala

RRCC appeals to
young and old alike
College's appeal in his eyes.
He retired from his job at the
Transcona CN Rail yard in 1978
and has pursued personal interests ever since.
"I took courses in appliance
repairs at the College a number
of years ago," he said.
Connie repaired small appliances free of charge until circumstances dictated he was no
longer able to.
"I don't have a car anymore,
so I don't do repairs much anymore."

By Frank Landry
News Editor

alter Cormaie
subscribes to the
old adage that learning
is a life long process.

W

The 89 year old former electrician makes a habit of coming
to RRCC and studying electronic books.
"There's a good library here,"
he said. "It's like a second home

Did you kin m It free

to place your pers ► n;11\
a YR! MC ■ N ,. 1 1.$C • in the
Projector?
Write vow- private

guard at various construction
sights around town as recently
as two and a half years ago.

Cormaie also said he likes the
cafeterias and students, factors
which contribute to the

Made the purchase
According to Sine, he went
ahead and made the purchase
before the Finance Committee
and SAB could convene because
he felt it was an exceptional deal
and needed the unit to play
movies as part of Meltdown
Week activities.
However, because of the
storm, installment of the unit was
postponed. Sine guessed the system would be up and running by
May 20 or 21.
Earlier in the year Inland
Audio was asked to give a repair
estimate on the existing unit, but
Sine was told the $1500 repairs
probably weren't worthwhile
because it was only a matter of
time before something else went

wrong. As the school year went
on the picture quality declined to
the point that it was only showing one color.
Sine said he called around for
prices on new and used units and
was even advised by another
company to go with the unit
offered by Inland Audio because
it was a price they couldn't
match.
Sine said he also tried to save
money by getting the College to
install the unit rather than having
Inland do it for $500.
Herda said Sine would not be
reprimanded.
"Because there was an issue of
timing involved and he had an
offer, there wasn't time to convene the finance committee.
This is a rare instance. We don't
typically have expenditures outside the budget and it's not something we typically encourage,"
she said

SECURITY NEWS
Recent Incidents

thought \ (1(1V n Oil ct
pit:cc of p:ipor ;Ind

Cormaie was also a security

to me. I like the atmosphere."

Finance Committee's) authority,"
he said, adding he couldn't in
good conscience spend $460 to
rent a unit for a week when a new
unit still had to be purchased.

April 5- Three Red Cross training manuals stolen
from room in Building C.

drOp It Off in our mailho\- Room D20 (The
SA office)

April 13- Graffiti written on walls in North Gym.
Four youths (ages 10 -13) were apprehended, cautioned and turned over to their respective parents.
April 15- Locker entered in 13uilding D. No signs
of forced entry. Two text books were stolen.

Graduation
Photos

April 15- Coin box•forced open on a vide.° game in
Building D. Small amount of cash stolen.
April 17- Blue back pack stolen from room in
Building E. Contained text books, calculator, Prescription glasses and a cell phone.

evention Tips
ety)
1. Automated 13anIcing Machines have created an
opportumty for robberies to occur. Try to avoid
using them late at night. Be alert to persons or
vehicles loitering in the area. It".. the event of a robbay or purse snatching. DO NOT resist. You
could risk serious injury.

Photos will be taken
April 28th to May 1st.
Check your class schedules before
you come in to make an appointment.

Our function is to provide a service to the staff'
students. Should you have any questions or concerns with respect to campus security, please feel
free to'phone or stop in at our offices, Room C145.
We will be more than pleased to answer any of
your questions

$7.00 deposit required

at time of appointment.
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Renovations delayed
College looking for money
to fund library expansion
By Heather Grove
Staff Writer

S

tudents at RRCC can
expect the library to
be renovated, but shouldn't hold their breath waiting for the work to begin.
According to Director
of Facilities Ron Barnes,
the library expansion is
one of the College's top
priorities.

I

the expansion," said Director of
Library and Program Services,
Patricia Bozyk.

Options

The architect is looking at four
different options which include
building mezzanine floors within
the library, building into the subbasement, expanding into the
hallway in front of the library, or
expanding into the hallway
towards the SA offices.
Expanding into the basement
would be the most expensive
option and expanding towards
"An architect has been hired the SA offices will only be conand is looking at a number of sidered if the S.A. decides to
options for expanding the library, move, said Barnes.
Bozyk would prefer the library
including conceptual plans and
to stay on one level.
costs," Barnes said.
"As a second choice I would
No money
prefer two full levels," said
"The option analysis started Bozyk.
several months ago but Manitoba
"The need for the additional
Government Services had no space is critical. We are very
money to pay him at the end of crowded and I think the students
their fiscal year."
suffer because of that," said
The architect is now back at Bozyk.
work and is expected to report
According to Bozyk, there is
his findings by the end of April.
demand for more computers in
"A decision will be made this the Bier End Lab and for the
spring on the expansion, and then library catalogues.
we will need at least a year
More space
before we begin." Barnes said.
She said students are also ask"We need to find the money
ing for better space for group
before we can begin. It may be a
activities.
joint project between the College
Bozyk noted fmding a seat in
and the government, but that
the quiet area is almost impossidepends on the cost."
ble during exams.
The College would like to see
She would like to see the
the expansion begin in the
Summer of 1998 but the money library's holdings increase, but
the library needs a major physiis still needed.
"Funds will be available this cal renovation to accommodate
fiscal year to develop all the this.
"Students have identified the
detailed drawings and plans for

Libra?
"Speak your mind,
but curb your
tounge."
Pisces?
"A love you
thought had vanished will reappear
this spring."

library collections as a problem, specifically with the age
of the collections, but the
library can not add current
material at the level to match
the student needs," said Bozyk.
"Redesigning the library
would make it more functional
and appealing to the students,"
She said.
"Also with the introduction
of lap top computers in some
programs we want to develop
network access for them."

Bozyk: Redesigning the library would make it more
functional and appealing to the students.

The Ox Campus Store

si r

**ATTENTION GRADUA TES**
RINGS AN -) PINS ARE AVAILABLE
AT THE OX CAMPUS STORE
BUILDING C I MALL LEVEL

*SHORT DELIVERY TIME
*COMPETITIVE PRICES*
*CUSTOM ORDERS AVAJLABLE*

COME AND SEE US FOR ALL
YOUR GRADUATION NEEDS
2055 Notre Dame Avenue Bolding C Mall Level. Winnipeg. Manitoba R 3H 0J9
Ph (204)632-2283
Fax (204) 632-4 1 26

Emergency Medical Responder
Certification Program
■ 210 hours of instruction (includes EMT . Leyel I theory)
■ Course Faculty includes Paramedics, Physicians, Surgeons, Lawyers, Nurses
■ Special emphasis on Medical & Trauma Assessment Models, Neonatal Resuscitation,
Physical Examination & History Taking, Anatomy Lab
■ Certification recognized by Manitoba Health plus US Health Authorities
■ Course delivered at Herzing Career College medical training facility
(downtown location, ample free parking)

What's
your
sign?

Call Herzing Career College at 775-8175 or Criti Care EMS Education Division at 989-3671

Check out your
horoscope on
page 13 (bad luck?)

Additional Paramedic training programs fo be introduced in Fall, 1997

Summer session and Fall session registration now being accepted visit our website at www. criticareems. corn

Training and programs also available in
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS), EKG Monitoring & Rhythm Recognition,
12-Lead EKG Interpretation, SAED, IV Maintenance & Enhanced Skills

the Projector
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the SA delared Crowley the winner - with- out of the DM - 20 offices. At least, it was mistakes are made.
Still, a higher level of professionalism is
the safest one.
out any numbers to support those claims.
I will concede the order to keep a lid on required.
How can you tell the students someone
Mr. Bridges, Mr. Crowley, and all other
things was given by the CRO until his
won and not say by how much?
candidates put a lot on the line by getting
Even if the SAB later ruled to overturn report investigating alleged election misup in front of the whole College, knowing
the results, the students still should have conduct was completed.
However, when his report was released, there was a possibility they might lose.
had some numbers to look at.
They and the students put their trust in the
Ryan Rodgers (V-P Student Affairs) and its contents and sheer volume had to make
system.
Lorraine Best (V-P Finance) were also one wonder.
Controversies, such as those in the last
There were 13 different incidences of
declared winners without controversy, but
two years, unnecessarily bring that trust
once again, none of their numbers were election violations listed in Mr. Mason's
into question.
report. That is far too many.
released.
That, in turn, brings a student's faith in
There were ten different recommendaIt seems what's said about student policertain individuals into question.
tics around here starts and ends in the tions for future elections. Given a similar
Those questions should have been
President's office. Ms. Herda has firm set of circumstances developed last year,
answered answered before students went
control over what information comes out these issues should have been resolved
to vote on March 26.
of the SA offices and seems even able to earlier - before the elections.
As Ms. Herda said, "we make mistakes
Misunderstandings and miscommunicacontrol who says what to whom.
and learn from them." Hopefully, these
That is not to say the Vice-President of tion do happen, but when they threaten to
mistakes have answered these questions
Student Affairs or Vice President 'Of jeopardize the validity of an election, espeFinance have not been wanting to talk. cially one as big as this, they are somewhat once and for all.
less forgivable.
They've just been unable to.
Admittedly, it is very difficult to run a
While some have been more willing to
discuss various matters, "no comment" large election, especially when you're jugwas still the most common phrase coming gling your own classes around it, and small

Panhandlers begging up the wrong tree
say Winnipeg
as a problem with
panhandlers is an
understatement.
I walked four blocks
downtown last week,
my usual route from
Frank Landry
bus stop to bus stop,
News Editor
and I was approached
by three different beggars asking for spare
change- a man and a woman in their thirties and a teenage boy.
All appeared to be under the influence
of something.
Usually I'm somewhat polite when
asked for spare change- I quietly say
"sorry" and continue on my merry way,
but I reached my breaking point that day.
I barked "NO" at the kid and the woman
and asked the man why he thinks I should
give up my hard earned cash.
He was dumbfounded.
These people make me sick, plain and
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simple. They're barking up the wrong tree
when they approach me.
I've got my own problems to deal withpaying my rent and buying groceries to
name two.
Of course, the bleeding hearts will call
me insensitive.
I can hear their cat-calls already.
"It's everyone's responsibility to help the
poor, what gives you the right to sit in your
ivory tower and criticize them?"
rm not criticizing the poor, and my
apartment is far from being an ivory tower.
rm criticizing the beggars.
Don't they have something better to do
with their time other than standing on
street corners? How about looking for a J0-B?
Oh my! Did I say the "J" word?
Why not? Panhandling sure isn't helping
them get anywhere fast.
Neither is drinking, or sniffing, or whatever it was those ones were doing last

Advertising & Sales
Guy Lussier
Advertising Artist
Debbie Olafson

week.
Welfare isn't the solution either.
If you ask me, the city and province are
far too easy going in deciding who's eligible for welfare benefits.
Welfare should only be available to single parents, to those who can't work for
health or age reasons, and as a temporary
source of cash for those between jobs.
That's temporary. As in three months,
not three years.
Those three beggars seemed able bodied
to me. If any of them were single parents,
they should have been at home with their
kids, sober. Not standing on Portage
But then the bleeding hearts will say
"there aren't any jobs for these people."
McDonalds is always hiring, and there
are always opportunities to upgrade education.
The bleeding hearts still aren't listening
though.
"The poverty cycle isn't easy to break

out of," they say.
Cop out.
Life ain't a day at the carnival. Sure, it's
easier for some than others. But to think
the nurse, or the police officer or the small
businessman didn't work hard to get to
where they are is ridiculous.
Life's number one lesson: the only way
to change your life situation is to work
your butt off.
If life deals you a bad hand, reshuffle
the cards.
What's that? More cat-calls?
"Begging for money is all those people
have ever known."
"Society is holding them down."
Wrong. They're holding themselves
down. Which is why I didn't give those
beggars any money.
And I won't in the fine .

Cheryl Hamilton, Dan LeMoal,
Joepe Wolfe, Darwyn Roberts

Contributing Writers
Kristi Bailey, Simon Burgess,
Heather Grove, Dave Haugen,
Kim Hes, Jill Macyshon,
Debbie Matejicka, Cheryl Moore,
Brent Phillips, Adreinne Spring,
Jay Whetter.
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What Is the worst thing you have
ever done for money?
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C
Once, when I worked
at Perth's Cleaners, I
had to tag a man's
suit full of vomit.

By Adrienne Spring
Feature Columnist

he flood of '97 is on the way and while the levels of the Red have been steadily rising, Manitobans
are once again proving they're among the most generous of people.
With some interesting surprises.
For example, just the other day my brother was wishing he'd caught our mother before she came into
the city because he wanted his rubber boots.
I snidely asked him if he was planning on sandbagging.
yeah,
And then something amazing happened- he stopped tying his shoes, looked at me, and said
that was exactly what he intended to do.
Oh.
Hah, hah, hah
Now let me qualify this with a bit of background. It's not that I don't think sandbagging for the flood
is a great thing to do, but rather I was caught off-guard that this 20-year-old young man was apt to go
out, catch a bus in order to stand outside in a human assembly line tossing 10-601b sandbags for hours
on end. He usually likes to spend his evenings sprawled out on the couch with a bottle of Pepsi by his
side watching the likes of Cheers and Married...With Children
Later on that same night I was at a friend's working on a project when her sister walked through the
door rosy-cheeked and covered in mud from head-to-toe. She'd been out sandbagging since school
ended that clay.
Our evening news and morning papers carry pictures of people often labelled as lazy and self-centered- I'm talking about high school students- helping to prepare for the flood.
Maybe even more surprising is the busy people of the world out there sloshing through the mud and
the guck trying to stop Mother Nature from devastating our cities and our towns.
We often read the stories about the generous nature of Manitobans but seeing firsthand the metamorphosis of a generally unmotivated individual or the corporate powerhouse is quite inspiring.
So inspiring in fact that I end this column saying- see you in the trenches.

-Tracey Lloyd
Bus Admin.

T

Mop up the basement

from flooding at a
transport company all
day, non-stop. It
didn't have the proper
drainage and had dirty
sewer water.
- John Belinda

CM Sales
I had to clean out the
bottom of a busser tray.
The contents of which
were peas, cigarette
butts, strawberry milkshakes and some unidentifiable 'orange stuff.
- Shauna Gauthier
Ad Art
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Association from September to May, every second Tuesday.
I ate a french fry that
had been stepped on
for $2.00

The Projector's mandate is to provide fair and balanced coverage

Students are encouraged to contribute articles, opinions, photos,
comics and graphics.
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Letters to the editor are welcome, but they must be signed.
The Projector reserves the right to edit for taste, length and legality. The views expressed in the letters do not reflect the opinion of
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Steve Joubert
Bus Admin.

Once, I delivered 800
flyers for $20.

The Projector editors can be contacted at Trailer K, through the

- Michelle
Van Rosmalen
Cre Comm

Students' Association office, by calling 632-2479 or by faxing
697-9080 or e-mail us at projectr@posurcc.mb.ca
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Flood efforts just one
example of city's huge
heart

of issues and events that interest RRCC students.
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With better organization, SA election
mix-ups could have been avoided
tudent politics of
any kind is a funny
animal.
Yet, here at RRCC,
student politics is an
even funnier form of
entertainment.
Scott Brown
That is not to say the
Editor-in-Chief
recent troubles surrounding the RRCC student elections were
humorous. Rather, the ensuing circus and
shroud of secrecy about the results was
interesting to watch afterwards.
For those unaware, the SA Presidential
election victory of current Vice-President
Finance Micheal Crowley was called into
question for a number of weeks pending a
review of several incidences of questionable election behavior.
After reports were released by both the
Chief Returning Officer and the head of
the election committee, Crowley's win,
complete with voting numbers, was made
official.
However, soon after the Easter elections,
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As the waters in Winnipeg continue to rise even ourtside our backdoor,
RRCC students cannot avoid helping out in one way or another.
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Entertainment
Frog has no dream to be prince
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Entertainment.
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Froggy Facts

RED RIVER

it Travis is the only one
who can grow facial hair.
This is the _first feature in what
we hope will become a regular
series highlighting the talents
f our own RRCC students and
tai:

16 Paul's parents were in a
band called Rebecca.
16 The Ballroom Zombies
are good friends, and have
helped them out a lot.

By Kim Hes
Staff Writer

ThPy \vault! love to make
cheesy, 70's porno-music.

fi

it Shawn's aunt used to do
MacGyver's hair.

M Travis got to see 'rippers'
for the first time at the Zoo.
M They currently have 30
new songs writteni

pho to by K im lies

you can figure out what
frogs, alcohol and going to
Esse have in common, read no
further.
Still confused?
Frog is the band, Happiness
Alcohol is the tile of their
music compilation, and going to
Esso is actually going to 'S.O.'
(as in, to show off, which is one
of the band's plethora of inside
jokes).
If you still don't understand
what going to S.O. means, or
why it is important, you might be
better off not asking.
It's kind of like being part of a
private club where no one will
show you the secret handshake.
Still, the three members of
Prng , ctlqwv. Capierw , 152 Pail
Lindell, 17, and Travis Cyr, 15,
claim that it is all in good fun and
just part of their shtick.
"We like clowning around,

we're not usually this normal.
Only when there are other people
around," says Cyr.
Although the band is one of the
younger ones in Winnipeg, they
have had a fair amount of success
playing in Winnipeg and the surrounding area.
They have won several 'Band
Wars' and have played at bars and
festivals including, Ozzie's, La

Frog members (from left) Senkow, Lindell and Cyr smile nice for the camera.
Rendezvous, Home Grown '96,
Grand Jam '96 and the West End
Cultural Centre.
Their next gig will be to compete at the Pyramid's Search for
Ra band competition Saturday
April 26th at 2 p.m.
Frog will admit, however, that
being younger does have certain
disadvantages.
"We couldn't play at Sunfest.
They wouldn't even let us audition," says Senkow.
"They were going to let us
audition at the Rolling Stone until
they found out we weren't all
18," says Lindell.
That hasn't stopped them from
trying to promote themselves.
Senkow, who is a first-year student at Red River Community
College, says they would like to

play at the College, accepting any
job that comes their way.
"We have never played at
Corefest, but we would really
like to do that this year," says
Senkow.
Lindell and Senkow write all
the songs and say all of their
songs are simply about things
that happen in their every-thy
lives.
The last song they wrote is
Weirdo, which is about a friend
of theirs who recently committed
suicide.
"It's hard to understand. He
was totally nice and had everything going for him. No one can
figure out why he did it," says
Senkow.
One of the lines from the song
is "His love and not his drug that

drove him home / A fan and a
man, that's how we let him go."
Fortunately for Frog, they've
got their feet firmly planted on
the ground.
Both Senkow and Lindell are
planning to complete 'their
schooling at a post-secondary
institution, with the understanding they may need something
other than music to fall back on.
At age 15, Cyr is still unsure as
to where exactly his future will
lead him, and says that he is more
interested in the driver's learning
permit he's getting next week.
Keeping all of that in mind,
Frog seem fairly confident they
will be together for a long time.
"I'd do anything for the band. I
think we're never gonnabreak
up," says Cyr.

e The bands they'd most
like to see in Winnipeg are
Rage Against the Machine
and the Beastie Boys.

it Last year, Paul snuck
back stage at Sunfest and
gave a copy of their tape to
Limblifter.
M This year, he gave a tape
to Neil Young.
M Travis is excited about
the contest he entered at.
Mac's to win an R2 D2
cooler.
14 Paul's picture appeared
on the front page of the
Winnipeg Free Press while
he was crowd surfing at
Roadside Attraction in
1995.

Leave your head at home for new Pesci film
By Simon Burgess
Staff Writer

rr he premise is simple, yet
intriguing: eight heads, a
duffel bag, a mafia hitman,
(played by none other than Joe
"don't typecast me" Pesci) and a
mix-up with a dorky college student spending a weekend with
his girlfriend and her parents in a
Mexican resort. How could it go
wrong?
It goes wrong, in more ways
than one.
Pesci plays Tommy Spinelli,
an aging hitman who after
"whacking" eight "doublecrossin' gumbas" is asked to
bring their severed heads to San
Diego as proof of the hit.
Unfortunately, Pesci accidentally grabs the wrong duffel bag
after getting off the plane.
The bag o' heads is taken
instead by a spacey medical student played by newcomer Andy
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Comeau, who is flying to San
Diego to meet up with his girlfriend (Kristy Swanson) and her
snooty parents (George Hamilton
and his tan, and Dyan Cannon).
Pesci quickly discovers the
mistake, and desperately tries to
track down the heads, his only
link being Comeau's frat house
roommates, played by a humourless David Spade and Todd
Louiso.
Pesci uses a variety of methods
(even resorting to whipping
Spade and Louiso with wet towels) to find the location of
Comeau and the heads.
Eventually, Pesci realizes that
he may never recover all eight
heads, and decides he must find a
few replacements.
Spade and his buddy point him
in the direction of the school
mortuary and cryogenics lab.
Meanwhile, Comeau, his girlfriend and her parents have
arrived in Mexico, with

Swanson's mother believing
her daughter's beau to be a
serial killer after accidentally
discovering the heads in
Comeau's luggage.
When Comeau and his girlfriend discover the heads,
things get even messier. They
have to ditch the heads before
Swanson's alcoholic mother
exposes the innocent Tried
student as a killer.
Pesci and the two roommates eventually catch up
with Comeau and the heads,
but the laughs just don't
increase.
The dialogue throughout the Pesci, Director Schulman inspect quality of "heads".
whole movie seems forced, and ly sidekick Chris Farley.
Weak writing and poor diathere is absolutely no chemistry
Although he does manage to logue ruin this movie, which is
between any of the characters.
squeeze in a few expletives and unfortunate because with this
Comeau and Swanson are dif- smacks, Pesci gives a lacklustre cast and premise, the film has a
ficult to watch, their perfor- performance.
great deal of potential.
mances seemingly unrehearsed.
Pesci usually plays a great
After doing 8 Heads In A
David Spade is certainly not tough guy, (has he played any- Duffel Bag, however, Pesci and
up to Tommy Boy standards He thing else?) but even he can't Spade probably wish it were
seems to be lost without his port- save this bomb.
their own heads in the bag.

Apni Dm

McHale's Navy floats belly up
By Cheryl Moore
Staff Writer

McHale's Navy rock
Litheboat?
Lithe
Not really.
. And if so, it's just enough to
give you a touch of nausea.
Tom Arnold's latest effort to
invade movie theatres may not
have people running for their
lives, but it probably won't
have them running to tell their
friends about it either.
This movie is a strictly bythe-book (the pop-up variety),
formulaic Hollywood tale.
Part cheap spy movie, part
Gilligan's Island, and a whole
lot of Police Academy combine
to make one highly unoriginal
flick.
In a predictably xenophobic
move, the bad guys all have
accents.
Head bad guy Major
Vladakov, played by normally
phenomenal bad guy-type actor
Tim Curry, is supposed to sound
Russian but spouts a German
accent that stinks like a funky
bratwurst.
I'll try to give you a rundown
of the movie without spoiling the
surprise ending (I'm joking, you
realize).
Vladakov is a meanie terrorist
who wears a lot of black and
says "zis" and "zat" all the time.
He has a jones for high-tech
weaponry, and a big-time grudge
against former Navy Lt.
Commander Quinton McHale
(Arnold).
Vladakov has some sort of
c onv olu ted pion. to HOW peOPie
up with bombs and elevate himself to the status of No.1
Terrorist.

I

f I was asked to describe
Grosse Pointe Blank in one
word, that word would probably
be brilliant.
If asked to choose another, it
would definitely be hysterical.
Now you may think these two
words don't go together very
well to describe something but,
well...they do for this movie.
Grosse Pointe Blank is a new
film from director George
Armitage, about a hitman with
scruples who returns to his home
town to attend his ten-year high
school reunion.
John Cusack (City Hall, The
Sure Thing) stars as the hitman,
Martin Blank.
Cusack is great, and what
makes his performance even
more amazing is the fact that he
co-wrote and produced the film.
This movie is sure to show the
world that Cusack is an actor to

Classic
80's
soundtrack

not Grosse
at all
By David Haugen
Staff Writer

o
1)

Tom Arnold (center) stars in big-screen version of McHale's Navy .
Somewhere along the line his
plans change.
I wouldn't call it confusing more like pointless.
Suffice to say, McHale foils
Vlad's plan, blows some stuff up
real good, and even gets the
woman, all while the strains of
"God Bless America" swell in
the background.
Now I'm being serious.
The woman is Lt. Penelope
Carpenter (Debra Messing) who,
although she looks as though her
little arms can lift nothing heavier than a salad fork, manages to
kick some Russian ass, totally
looking gangbusters in a tight
Navy uniform.
Look for her standout scene
with the missile launcher.
Let's just say, her aim is not to
be believed.

Tom Arnold, believe it or not,
is a pretty likable actor and manages to put in a half-decent performance.
But having seen him in other
big screen performances and on
TV, I get the impression that the
extent of his range is playing the
dopey, affable, eager-to-please
guy that everyone can't help but
adore.
Maybe his ego needs a little
stroking.
All of the necessary stock
characters are represented in the
motley crew of sailors stationed
at the naval base on the wee
Caribbean island of San Ysidro:
the Brawny Dumb Guy, the
Smartass, the Weirdo, the Nerd,
and the Stud.
Although he manages to get a
few good laughs, David Alan

Grier (as the Nerd) wastes his
considerable comic talents as he
pratfalls his way through this
sinking boat.
As
Captain
Wallace
Bingampton, Dean Stockwell
phones this performance in, at
times sounding like Joe Pesci on
helium.
I have to admit, Amold's rescue scene with his pig is a hearttugger.

Way more heart-tugging than
his scenes with a hardly mentionable little kid who flits in and
out of this film.
And then there' s that cute little monkey.
But you know when the animals' performances really stand
out, there is definitely something
lacking overall.

Witty Cusack film a hit, man
By David Haugen
Staff Writer

9

look out for as we head into the
next century.
On advice from his nervous
psychiatrist, played by Alan
Arkin, and in his earnest search
to find "fulfillment and truth", he
decides to return home to Grosse
Pointe, Michigan, for both his
reunion and to do "one last hit".
Blank also returns to Grosse
Pointe to reunite with his ex girlfriend Debi, played by Minnie
Driver (Circle of Friends,
Sleepers), who he stood up on
prom night ten years earlier.
His homecoming, however, is
not immediately a success, as he
finds his mother in a mental
home, and his childhood house
has been turned into a convenience store.
To add to his problems, Blank
is also being hunted by members
of a hitman's union.
Head union hitman, Grocer
(Dan Aykroyd), created the organization to protect its members
from a market flooded with hit-

men after the fall of the Wall.
Aykroyd is excellent as
Blank's nemesis, his performance reminiscent of the form
we remember during his best
days at SNL and with the Blues
Brothers.
What makes this movie brilliant is the way it's able to parody the whole idea of being a hitman, and the movie genre as
well.
The movie also takes a very
humorous look at reunions and
how, even for a man who kills
people for a living, it can be
extremely nerve-wracking.
One of the many highlights of
the movie is the high school
reunion itself. For ten minutes
Blank is overwhelmed by the
non-stop craziness of catching
up with all the people he hasn't
seen in ten years.
Through this, he learns that
even though he kills people for a
living, his life is not that much
more bizarre than his ex class-

mates.
If dark witty films are your
thing, this movie is definitely for
you.

youremember when a
movie soundtrack was
more than just the background
music from a movie?
Soundtracks such as the
Breakfast Club or Pretty in Pink
were as big as, if not bigger than
the movies themselves.
Well the soundtrack for
Grosse Pointe Blank is an excellent album that captures the
spirit of the movie, as well as
the spirit of the time.
The songs on the album are
all previous releases, except for
a new version of Blister in the
Sun by the Violent Femmes
which was recorded for the
soundtrack.
Blister 2000, as it is called, is
a bit slower than the original,
and includes a sound that is
reminiscent of Morphine.
The album also includes such
classic songs as Under Pressure
by Queen and David Bowie, and
a song that is possibly the best
ska song ever written, The
English Beat's Mirror in the
Bathroom.
Other tracks include a couple
of gems from the Clash, as well
as songs from the Specials,
Faith No More, and the Jam.
There's even complete
changes of pace with Johnny
Nash's mellow classic I Can See
Clearly Now, and a Spanish tune
by Los Fabulosos Cadillacs that
may bring the Lambada back
into style.
The only weak song on the
entire album is a cover (big surprise) by Guns N' Roses of Paul
McCartney's (sacrilege) Live
and Let Die.
Isn't there a law against this
or something?

Grosse's soundtrack captures spirit of film.
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Will brothers have chemical reaction?
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Brothers' new album.
To the dismay of rock and roll
purists and the delight of the
cianceteria types, it looks like the
Chemical Brothers will be the
next big trend to top the charts.
After hours of deductive reasoning (OK, maybe not hours),
the most likely reason for any

future North American success
this duo might enjoy may be
found in their unique blend of
rock n' roll attitude, hard
squelchy noises and hip hop
beats.
Most dance music today can
be put into varying classifications- house, jungle, hip hop,
techno and pop dance. But anything sounding like a hip hop
track with guitars and squelchy
noises is called "Chemical
Brothers sounding".
British magazines tried to call
this style Brit Hop or Amyl
House, but everybody calls it
"Chemical Brothers sounding"
anyway.
On their sophomore release,
the
Dig Your Own Hole,
"Chemmies" (as they are often
referred to) once again provide
an innovative cross section of
various styles.
As on their debut album, Exit
Planet Dust, most of the album
consists of old hip hop breakbeats at various speeds with a
frenzic supply of whirling acid
lines and catchy bass lines blended in an intricate manner.
Besides Setting Sun and the
current single Block Rockin'
Beats, the album contains other
standout tracks such as Where

Do I Begin, which features
British folk artist Beth Orton
pouring out seductive, dark
vocals with a down tempo beat,
and the closing track, The Private
Psychedelic Reel, which leaves
an impression of the Chemmies
paying homage to earlier British
bands such as the Stone Roses
and Happy Mondays.
These tracks give the feeling
that there is depth to the music.
It's not just a bunch of loud,
robotic rock riffs made for the
dance floors in the clubs.
Of course if you are looking
for the more uptempo party
tunes, Dig Your Own Hole offers
Elektrobank, Get Up On It Like
This (an older b-side from the
Loops of Fury ep) and It Doesn't
Matter to cut up the rug.
The 11 tracks on Dig Your
Own Hole create one of the better dance / electronica albums
that 1997 has thus far provided,
and if you are looking for an
alternate to the stale trend provided on those mass-produced,
various dance compilations, then
the Chemical Brothers will definitely give you a new out look on
what the dance scene has to offer
in the next few years.

I bet you do.
So if you're chillin' in the crib,
and need an album to play while
you're maxin' and relaxin', pick
up this great soundtrack.
Your stress will decrease, your
girl will thank you, and your love
jones problems will be solved
forever.

" 4 //

Staff Writer

A

fter reading about a gazilnlion articles on "electroniCa" music and how it's about to
change the way North America
looks at dance culture, you may
be asking yourself what the hell
electronica music is anyways.
By now I'm sure most people
have heard of The Prodigy,The
Chemical Brothers, seen the
movie Hackers, and maybe even
seen the Daft Punk video (the
one with the dog who can't get
on the bus because of his broken
ghetto blaster, and we all feel
sorry for him).
Get the picture, yet?
This new phenomena is hard to
explain as most people call anything with a dancebeat etechnof,
or if you hate dance you probably call it crap.
However, this new genre of
music, more commonly known
as techno, has gained recognizable status since the collaboration of British rock n' roll stars
and their top dance acts.
Most people didn't know who
Leftfield were until they joined
forces with Johnny Lydon of PM
to create the hit Open Up (featured on the Hackers sound-

ji

The Chemical Brothers

Dig Your Own Hole
Virgin Records

that dog.

Retreat From the Sun
Geffen Records
Reviewed by David Haugen
Are you like me? A huge
music fan. whose interest has
tapered off over the past year or
so.
We are going through a bad
period of music. There are too
many copycat bands that just
offer nothing new or exciting.
It looks like we may be coming out from this dark
period,however, with the reemergence of techno and other
bands with interesting music.
One of these bands is that
dog., a band that offers a sound
incomparable to any other, full of
songs that are original and
diverse.
Retreat From the Sun is the
third album from that dog., a
quartet from Los Angeles,
California, made up of
singer/songwriter Anna
Waronker, two thirds of the
Haden triplets, Rachel and Pea
and drummer Tony Maxwell.
that dog.'s music is an altemative/pop sound with a mixture of

the corrosiveness of punk, that
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track).
Maybe you never knew who
the Chemical Brothers were until
Tim Burgess of the Charlatans
teamed up with them, and more
recently superstar Noel
Gallagher of Oasis, who fronted
vocals on the first single Setting
Sun, from the Chemical
breaks loose at random intervals

of contemporary

black artists,

flava towards the end, including

in selective songs.
What makes their sound very
different is the addition of Petra's
violin and Anna's recent rediscovery of the piano.
Anna, Rachel, and Petra were
all classically trained in singing,
and it shows with unreal harmonies that put Wilson Phillips
to shame.
Anna wrote the album with a
solo project in mind, so therefore
the quirkiness associated with
that dog. was skewed, but none
the less the overall sound of the
band remains.
Anna sings about simple
things, such as boys, T.V. and
sleeping disorders, but yet manages to provide insight into areas
of human interest
Looking for something different? Check this out

the silky-smooth jams and jazzy
grooves are hot enough to dry up
the Red River Valley, and put
you in the mood for some springtime stylin'.
The album is book-ended by
spoken word poems from two of
the film's stars, Lorenz Tate and
Nia Long, which set the stage for
tracks like Lauryn Hill's mesmerizing the Sweetest Thing and
Groove Theory's fierce Never
Enough.
From this R & B foundation,
the album starts to kick a jazzier

the up-tempo I Like It from the
Brand New Heavies, Can't Get
Enough from Kenny Lattimore
and climaxing with In A
Sentimental Mood from legends
Duke Ellington and John
Coltrane.
A bonus is the remix of New
Yorker Maxwell's Sumthin'
Sumthin', a slowed down version of an already simmering
groove guaranteed to put that
special someone into the mood
for some serious stress relief, if
you know what I'm sayin'.
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Keep listening for
your favorite DJ
or apply for your
own show.

Opinion about the
entertainment section?
Call 632-2479, or drop
by trailer K.

Winnipeg
Hong
Kon

Hong
Kong

Bangkok

Jakarta

p

Li

Pick up your
application at the
station!
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TRAVEL
CUTS
499 Portage Ave

Love Jones the musk
Sony Music
Reviewed by Hans Ongsansoy
Although the film Love Jones
has yet to hit local theatres, that
shouldn't stop you from enjoying its sultry soundtrack.
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You've only got 56,000 kms,
36 Countries and Thousands
of Adventures to go......
± Low Cost Airfares
± Around the World U Circle
Pacific Airfare Specialists
± Low Cost Travel Insurance
>* Adventure Tours
± Student Work Abroad
Program & Language Courses
± Student, Youth & Budget
Travel Experts !,
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Sports
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Badminton club
making a raquet

North Gym updated
Adds treadmills, hub of new
Recreation Services department
By Heather Grove
Staff Writer

V

you haven't been to the
INorth Gym in a while, it
might be a good idea to stop by
and check out what's going on.
Not only has it been given a
face-lift, it's also changed
names.
The department which runs
the North Gym and its activities
will now be known as
Recreation Services.
The department was previously named Physical Education
Department.
"We thought it (the name)
would better reflect what we do
here," said Michael Whalen,
Physical Education Instructor/
Wellness Coordinator.
"In the Survival Guide, it
sounded like we were a program, we actually had people
calling to find out how they
could take physical education.
We are trying to increase the
awareness of what we offer."
As for the face-lift to the facility, the department has acquired
two new treadmills and two new
stairclimbers.
To make room for the new
equipment, the department has

moved out some older equipment, including several stairclimbers and a rowing machine.
"The equipment we had was
not designed for use in a facility,
it was designed for home use,"
said Whalen.
"The new equipment is great,
I love it," said Diesel Mechanics
student Sid Affi.

"We actually
had people
calling to find
out how they
could take
physical
education"
—

Michael Whalen

"The old stepping machines
they had were shitty, but these
ones are the same as the ones
you get in clubs," Alli said.
The department is leasing the
new equipment through their
operational budget which covers

"It would have cost over
$20,000 to buy the equipment
and there is no way we could
afford that," said Whalen.
"We wouldn't want to own
this equipment because once it
breaks down it is very expensive
to fix."
The new equipment was put
out April 14 and Whalen has
already noticed an increase in
the number of people working

out.
Whalen would like to see
more changes implemented in
the North Gym as well.
"The weight room equipment
was bought used, and we would
like to update it, but each piece
costs at least $2,000 or more,"
said Whalen.
"We have applied to capital
expenditure to get two new
pieces of equipment."
Recreation Services must
apply to the capital expenditure
budget if they want to buy anything over $750.
"We also applied to have the
mezzanine level painted because
it has been 12 years since it was
last painted, and we would like
to see that get done," Whalen
concluded.

day-to-day expenses.

PREVIEW
NIGHT at
the BALLET
Mark Godden returns ss ith a ss odd
premiere Net to StRillSk 'Hite of
Spring . , which promises to bring
sensuality and passion to the
stage.
In 5 loops. krg,entmean composer
‘stor hanolla takes the rhythm
of the tango and adds elements
of electronics and Ian to orate
a trills global soundscape
knd Ballo Deirti Regina. set to the
music of Giuseppe \ erth. finishes
off sour night as this techmcalls-

PREVIEW
NIGHT at

demanding ballet attests to the
sinuosity of the dancers

t he BALLS

Ballet for 10 bucks!
FOR STUDENTS ONLY!

1";4N-F,t4e7g,t2"ct,;,

ROYALWINNIPEGBALLET
Andre Lewis
AR Tim: DIRECTOR

Y 6 AT 7:30

.

PM • CENTENNIAL CONCERT HALL

Order your tickets NOW!
Call the MB Box Office at 956-2792

Sponsored by

Once exams are behind you
why not treat yourself to
the Ballet? Student preview
night at the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet offers you - the
student a cultural stress
release (not to mention a
great night out!) and all
for not much more than
the price of a movie.

By Heather Grove
Staff Writer
ling restless after our long
inter and in the mood for
some physical activity and a bit
of fun competition? Head down
to the North Gym and check out
their new club.
"We started the new badminton club about 3 weeks ago,"
said Michael Whalen, Physical
Education Instructor / Wellness
Coordinator.
"We have a ladder within the
club that has a competitive
nature,"
"How it works is, if you are
ranked in tenth place you can
challenge the eighth place player
and if you win, you would
become eighth place and they
would become tenth," Whalen

R

said.
We-have about 20 active people in the club right now and we
are always interested in more
people coming out."
The club runs twice a week, on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at four
p.m.
Whalen would like to see the
club continue throughout the
year.
"I've contacted the Manitoba
Badminton Association about
joining their imerciub icague."
Whalen hopes the RRCC club
could join the league next year,
which would allow them to compete against other clubs in the
league, including the University
of Manitoba.
"Most people in our club are
interested in joining the league,"
said Whalen.

Health Awareness

WE
WANT
YOU!
Call: 694-HELP
Turn to page ]5 for details

the Projector
is looking for articles to appear here.
Diversions can be about anything from the

courtesy of Michael Whalen
Wellness Coordinator
Repetitive Strain Injuries, if
not recognized early can take
months or years to resolve.
Some individuals never completely recover from an R.S.I.
Early recognition of R.S.I.
by Bonnie Mazerolle
involves medical diagnosis and
Occupational Health Nurse
treatment, an analysis of the
task implicated, and ergonomic
Ten years ago Ergonomics
education and intervention.
was a term unfamiliar to most
The ergonomic intervention
people. Today, seldom a week
may include a task analysis, a
goes by that we don't hear or
change in work station layout,
see the word either in an article
and the introduction of
on strain injuries of the "90's"
ergonomic furniture and applior in the advertisers "pitch" to
ances. The education may
sell a product.
include a review of tasks at
Ergonomics is the relationwork and away from work that
ship between an individual and
could be implicated in the
the task(s) they are performR.S.I., ergonomic training, and
ing. The task could be perthe need for an individual to
formed in carrying out housetake "ownership" for their
hold or workshop tasks, such
health and fitness through exeras washing dishes or painting,
cise, nutrition and stress manparticipating in recreation or
agement.
sport like bike riding or playThe next time you are pering the piano or tasks at work
forming a task that lasts longer
whether using a computer for
than an hour, set up your work
long hours or working- as a
area to make the job as easy and
cashier at a grocery check-out
comfortable as possible. Take
stand.
frequent stretch breaks (we
The way that you do a task,
hoveng you do it, and Oct,. often do this without being conscious of it) and if possible
atmosphere you do it in are all
alternate prolonged tasks with
part of Ergonomics.
smaller jobs that require movThe development of the
ing about such as getting supassembly line and the rapid
plies or sending a FAX.
introduction of computers
Multi-Disciplinary
The
have both strongly influenced
Ergonomic Committee at Red
the need for specialists in
River Community College is
Ergonomics. While remaining
committed to working towards
in one position for long periods
sound ergonomic practices for
of performing the same range
students and staff. For further
of motion over and over, could
information or to request inforbe thought of as requiring little
mation on Ergonomics, educaphysical effort, the effort is
tion or an assessment, please
concentrated on a particular
contact the Heaith Centre at
part of the body. This sus632-2238 or either of the
tained effort, though often
Ergonomic Committee Coappearing to be minor, can,
Chairpersons: Phyllis Anon
over a period of weeks,
632-2238, or Chris Moffat 632months, or years cause
2396.
Repetitive Strain Injury
(R.S.I.).

Ergonomics
in the 90's

ZANY to the just PLAIN
SERIOUS.

If you've got something interesting on your mind,
put it on paper, or on a disc, or
e-mail us at

projectr@post.rrcc.mb.ca.
You'll see it right here.
You can drop the stories in the
located in the SA offices,

Projector

mailbox

DM 20. Right beside
-

the Cave.
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Ever notice time
stands still
around here?
Ryan Block
Staff Writer

D

o you find yourself married to the clock when you're at school?

It's essential to be on time for class, and assignments must be handed in on time
to avoid losing marks or failing flat out.
You need a clock to know how much time. is left inclass, when to catch your bus,
or meet a friend for lunch.
With such importance placed on time and schedules, why do so few clocks at the
College work?
The clock in one computer lab ran 15 minutes late all term.
You'd think that if they could get it going, they could at least set it on the right
time.
The internal clocks on computers in labs vary at times by at least an hour and ten
minutes. These should be the last clocks wrong because they continue to work even
after the computer's been shut off.
Walking down one hall, there were two clocks - one stuck on six and the other on
seven. (I think they have pre-determined times to break down.)
You can walk down one hallway and see the time. By the time you turn that corner, twenty minutes has magically gone by.
It's as though every person at RRCC has access to a miniature time machine in the
halls Red River.
All of them should run like "clockwork", but the way some of the clocks log time,
the DJ's on CMOR could randomly guess what time it is, announce it, and be more
accurate than most clocks.
I know clocks break, but I can't see it taking too long to fix a clock (certainly not
four months - that's how long one clock has been stuck at seven minutes to four in
one of my classrooms).
And even after they're fixed, the clocks seem to go about ten hours before deciding it's time to break again.
Why did the College install so many clocks if they weren't willing to upkeep them
when they broke down.
Even a stopped clock is right twice a day, but that just doesn't cut it with all the
time pressures students have.
I am sorry to say this, but in addition to all the student fees, tuition, and books that
students have to buy, a watch now seems to be on the list of materials required to
survive at RRCC.

The Macyshon takes a look at your future
By Jill Macyshon
Staff Astrologer

ARILS (MARCH 21 - APRIL 19) - MONEY WILL
FEEL LIKE IT'S SLIPPING THROUGH YOUR FINGERS THIS MONTH. A NEW LOVE INTEREST
LEAVES YOU WONDERING. TRUST YOUR
INSTINCTS. LUCK DAY MAY 4TH.
TAURUS (APRIL 20 - MAY 20) - ALL THAT BIRTHDAY CAKE HAS YOU FEELING HYPER THIS
MONTH. PUT THE ENERGY TO GOOD USE AND
GET AHEAD ON THAT BIG ASSIGNMENT. LUCKY
DAY MAY 6TH.
GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUNE 20) - STOP EYEING
THAT BABE IN YOUR THIRD PERIOD CLASS AND
GET THE NERVE TO ASK HER OUT. KEEP IN
MIND MAY 8TH IS YOUR LUCKY DAY.
CANCER (JUNE 21 - JULY 22) - YOUR NEW LOVE
INTEREST MAY NOT BE SO DREAMY AFTER ALL.
LISTEN TO THE ADVICE OF A FRIEND. STOP
WORRYING AND START CONCENTRATING,
EXAMS ARE ONLY A MONTH AWAY. LUCKY DAY
MAY 11TH.

LEO (JULY 23 - AUGUST 22) - YOU'VE BEEN
FEELING DOWN IN THE DUMPS SINCE MIDTERMS STARTED. TRY AND RELAX. A TRIP AND
A NEW ROMANCE ARE ON THE HORIZON. .„
LUCKY DAY MAY 12TH.
VIRGO (AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22) - YOUR
PASSIONATE NATURE WILL THRUST YOU INTO A
SURPRISE RELATIONSHIP THIS MONTH. TWO
WORDS... BEER GOGGLES. THINK BEFORE YOU
ACT. LUCKY DAY MAY 16TH.
LIBRA (SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 22) YOU'RE SUFFERING FROM COMMITMENT
OVERLOAD. A GROUP PROJECT DOESN'T MEAN
THAT YOU MUST DO ALL THE WORK. SPEAK
YOUR MIND, BUT CURB YOUR TONGUE. LUCKY
DAY MAY 18TH.
SCORPIO (OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21) FEELING GUILTY ABOUT A PAST RELATIONSHIP?
EITHER GET IN TOUCH OR LET IT GO. WATCH
FOR AN INTERESTING MEETING ON THE 3RD.
LUCKY DAY MAY 20TH.

SAGITTARIUS (NOVEMBER 22 - DECEMBER 21)
- STOP SUPPRESSING YOUR EMOTIONS. SPEAKING OUT IS THE ONLY WAY YOU'LL COMMUNICATE. A MAJOR LIFE DECISION WILL BE MADE
AFTER MAY 12TH. LUCKY DAY MAY 22ND.
CAPRICORN (DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 19) YOU'RE NOT IMAGINING It THAT BABE
YOU'VE BEEN WATCHING FOR THE PAST
MONTH KNOWS YOU'RE LOOKING. TRY TO
DEVELOP A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP. LUCKY
DAY MAY 24TH.
AQUARIUS (JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 18) - A
NEW FRIEND IS WANTING MORE THAN YOU
CAN GIVE. BREAK AWAY BEFORE THE SITUATION GETS WORSE. LUCKY DAY MAY 27TH.
PISCES (FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20) - A LOVE
YOU THOUGHT HAD VANISHED WILL REAPPEAR
THIS SPRING. ROMANCE AND HAPPINESS SURROUND YOU. CONQUER YOUR SHYNESS.
LUCKY DAY MAY 2ND.

Jill \lac\ \lion is a Crc Comm student at Red Ri\ er Community College. liar horoscope k developed through tarot card readings and
oeneral Ln o \\ ledge of We practice. Ihe opinions and predictions for your rIllUIC ',Il' the c\pree(.1
propert \ of Nk. Mac\ shon
and do not reflect the \ IC \\ s of the editor. or puhlkher
this paper. If von ha\ e comments on this ne\A section, please feel free to
comment and drop us a line at Trailer K.
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finny , sunny Chicago, LISA.

Please enjoy this wacky episode of Classic Crobolog, laves
1995...50metime. The ',rat corkycrop Adia tot`vin
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Osborne village 477-5566 Tuxedo 488-3311
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THE MOVIE PASS
1 MOVIE
'VIII

DITTO &ITN

RGE

Create Your Own
Movie Channel

only $16 .95
/month

Chris May,
You sexy scarab! I want to discover your cuneiforms baby.
Fondle my cartouche and erect
my megaliths.
Nefertiti

www.pangeata/—moviev/

AUTO THEFT.

To the cranky lady who works
at the grill in the Buffalo
Cafeteria:
If you have trouble being
polite to your customers, why
are you working in this industry? Get a job in the morguethey'll like you better there!

ovc.
es-Ne.

O.

Dear R.,
Been dreaming anout your
friend we call "phallicy." I hope
the happy face I drew on him
hasn't washed off yet. I want to
lick it off.
P.

•
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o
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"Neither Rolling

ilgia11110

Stones concerts
nor Lollapalooza
nor 'Toronto's

spent following

n.E.m.

I

S.
Whips and chains and leather
games; that's what this girl
wants to play with!
M.

and U2 in

annual gathering

We will be having weekly unadvertised sales of 50% off all
clothing, footwear, and household items during the month of
April at our Spence Thrift Shop
- 555 Spence Street. We offer
low prices on good quality new
and used items which arrive
daily.
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SERVICES
I love words!

English tutor will help you
polish your English skills,
essays, etc. Also resume typing.
Call Joan. 338-2872.

WE WANT YOU !
Tl\RENT OUR COMPUTER SPACES
AND H.E.L.P. YOU TO REACH YOUR
POTENTIAL AND BE PRODUCTIVE
H.E.L.P. Inc. WANTS YOU
I IELP
Call 694-HELP [4357]
COMPUTERS INCLUDE MOST SOFTWARE
TDD AM TO 11:00 PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9:00 AM TO 6:00 PM SATURDAY
li'WITHIN FIVE (5) MINUTES OF THE COLLEGE
Ir$5.35 PER HOUR (TAX INCLUDED). LOWER RATES FOR GROUPS

1987 can compare
to the feel of the

April 28, 1997
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Birds Hill."
John K endle,
The Winnipeg Sun
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Access Business Services
Resumes - $20.00; Cover
Letters, mail merge (call for
prices - all prices include GST)
654-0022
Taping Services
Inexpensive, fast, efficient.
French and English
895-9995

ANNOUNCEMENTS
/
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TICKETS
Ticketmaster Outlets & Home-Made Music
Charge-by-Phone: 780-3333
www.magic.mb.ca/-wff
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Since 1974 Youth Employment
Service has helped 1000's of
young people find jobs, or
get into upgrading and
training programs. If
you are 16-24 years
old, and out of school ;

RDBGP.TS

cal987-61.

4%

Essays, Theses, Resumes & all that...
•
•
•
•

ESSAYS & TERM PAPERS
REPORTS & MANUSCIPTS
PROOFREADING & EDITING
RESUME WRITING & LAYOUT

Prompt service. Pick up & delivery. Reasonable rates.
Quality equipment: 486 PC, HP LaserJet 4P Printer

Call 489-8712...now!

Adult entertainment
agency seeks model
type figures for dancing and other bookings. No experience
necessary. Will train.
Flexible Hours.
982-1700

Thrifty Car Rental

420 Kensington

949-7600

112 Garry

949-7620

1430 Ellice

949-7622

2000

Wellington

949-7608

Airintarsits
.ar
N
..irCiV Reflt."-11

Very Competitively Priced!
Evening and Weekend Service
Messages are welcome on answering machine
and will be returned propmtly after 6 p.m.
weekdays and after I 0 a.m. weekends.

694-6822

10%
DISCOUNT
RED RIVER COLVALMITY
COLLEGE STUDENTS & STAFF
',.'ITH I

GAVE

UNITED

ARmY

OFFICE s if
I
If you would like to place a classified longer than 20 words, complete the
message on a blank piece of paper using the same format as above.
Class(fled will not be published without payment.

the Projector

4 Locations To Serve You

EVERYTHING FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS...

AT 1"1-15

1

(WPG. Locations Only)

• Term Papers • Essays • Notes
• Resumes • Cover Letters • All Word Processing
Expertly prepared by professional legal secretary with 6 years experience.

To place a classified, fill out this form and drop it of, along with payment, to
the Students' Association.
Classifieds are 044 $1 per 20 words for students and
$2 per 20 words for non-students.

4.

for RRCC Students + Staff

Page by Paige Typing

"...Meeting all your typing needs"

"

Discount Rates

Badly needed by the community: furniture, small appliances, household items, clothing and shoes in good repair
for men, women, and children.
Please drop items off at the
Spence Street Thrift Shop, a
community service provided
by Pregnancy Distress
Services at 555 Spence Street,
Monday thru Saturday 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. or call
783-9281

SURPLUS
SALES
460 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
Ph. 786-5421
Open Seven Days A Week.

BAUSCH & LOMB BINOCULARS
SONY
BANFF & GORE-TEX
OUTERWEAR
EUREKA TENTS
CAMPTRAILS BACKPACKS,
EASTPAKS DAYPAKS
COLUMBIA SKIWEAR
KODIAK, HI-TEC, SOREL BOOTS
BOLLS SUNGLASSES

"CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE"
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